Introduction
U.S. consumers may be poorly prepared for the investment choices they must make. Few have any training in the area, but the rise in household wealth gives them more to invest, while the rise in life expectancy and the decline in traditional pensions raise the stakes for their choices. It seems odd, in this context, that consumers do not choose to buy average performance for almost nothing, via index funds, but even this simple approach requires expensive education to appreciate, and few provide such education below cost. Education is available from mutual-fund brokers, but they expect adequate compensation, and like all brokers, they can have responsibilities and incentives on both sides of the transactions they facilitate. In this paper we look at the role of mutual-fund brokers from both sides: from the investor side, as sources of good advice, and from the fund side, as sources of profitable new accounts. A new database lets us address the question, does the value of brokers to investors and funds depend on their incentives to deliver for them?
The new database is the history of electronic filings by U.S. funds. In these filings we see not only monthly inflows and redemptions, but also the loads arising from the inflows, broken down by who gets them: captive brokers, unaffiliated brokers, or the underwriter -i.e., the fund family itself. The distinction between captive and unaffiliated brokers is the key, as it separates two potentially disparate qualities of advice, the former potentially skewed toward the interests of the fund family, away from the investor. To these two investment channels we add a third by including no-load funds, representing investment decisions made without either kind of broker. With this novel data the value that brokers add is examined by analyzing how and why inflows and redemptions through these channels differ.
For an investor, the important difference is likely to be performance. Is performance good after money flows in? And similarly, is performance bad after money leaves? The question of redemptions is particularly interesting from the funds' perspective, considering the evidence (Gruber, 1996 , Zheng, 1999 , Christoffersen and Musto, 2002 of 'sleeping' investors, those who remain in funds with poor prospects while others leave. An investor's broker is in position to 'wake up' such an investor, and may profit from doing so if he has a better prospect for the investor to trade into. The incentive is likely to be weaker for captive brokers, since the fund family likely prefers for the investor to keep sleeping, and absent altogether for the no-load channel, where investors are on their own. Thus, we establish empirically how performance after inflows and outflows varies across these investment channels.
In addition to the quality of the advice they receive, investors presumably care about the price of the advice as well. This is another area where our database can contribute significantly, because while existing databases (such as CRSP) report the maximum loads that investors could pay, our database shows the average loads that investors actually pay. The correlation between the two turns out to be small. Our principal question for this data is whether, considering the limited range of captive brokers, investors pay as much for their advice as for the advice of unaffiliated brokers.
Looking at the same data from a fund's point of view, a key question we can address is how a fund's choice of investment channel affects the relation it faces between net new investment and recent performance. This relation is important not only to the duration, and therefore profitability, of assets under management, but also -as a growing literature (.e.g. Brown, Harlow and Starks, 1996 , Chevalier and Ellison, 1997 , Carhart et al, 2002 observes -to the fund's own investment decisions. The historical convexity of this relation (Ippolito, 1992 , Sirri and Tufano, 1998 , Goetzmann and Peles, 1996 is one of the fundamental stylized facts of the literature. However, the relation faced by a given fund hinges on the sensitivity and rationality of its investor base (as in Lynch and Musto, 2002, and Berk and Green, 2004) , and these can depend in turn on the advice, or lack thereof, the investor base receives. The value that the broker adds is addressed by comparing the slope and convexity of the flow/performance relation for each channel.
Like investors, funds presumably care what they pay their brokers. Where investors want performance for their money, funds want inflows that don't flow right back out but rather stick around, paying fees. The question of what funds get for their payments to unaffiliated brokers has had a high profile in the press recently but this discussion has focused exclusively on gathering, rather than retaining, inflows. We can explore both directions by relating inflows and outflows separately to the compensation of unaffiliated brokers, and we can compare what we find with analogous results from captive brokers, who are not as likely to be paid to favor one fund over another.
Family-level concerns can be important at the fund level, particularly as regards inflows and redemptions (e.g., Nanda, Wang and Zheng, 2004a) . One of the main concerns is whether flows into a fund cannibalize flows into the rest of the family, and conversely, whether flows out of a fund remain nonetheless in the family. These questions relate directly to the choice of investment channel, since captive brokers have only the family's funds to offer. To draw this comparison, we aggregate flows within families so we can relate flows in and out of the family to the performance of one of its funds.
What we find are incentive differences across channels with strong economic implications in both directions. The key lesson of our results, which are summarized in the conclusion, is the importance of redemptions. What distinguishes captive brokers more than anything else is the insensitivity of redemptions to past performance, and to future prospects. The reason unaffiliated flows perform better than captive flows is not timing funds on the way in, but on the way out. Unaffiliated brokers' customers pay more upon investment, but the extra value they get is in the continuing relation to the broker. By the same token, captive brokers deliver for their families with lower redemptions in situations when money would normally flow out. And when it does flow out, the other funds in the family recapture at least some of it.
These results build on the recent work by Bergstresser, Chalmers and Tufano (2004) , who document a generally negative experience investing through brokers. We extend this research by distinguishing brokers by their incentives, distinguishing flows by their direction, and also by calculating loads directly from dollars paid. Thus, we can add to their findings that unaffiliated brokers' customers pay higher loads to buy a service, which manifests later when prospects dim.
The paper is in five sections. Section 2 describes the data, Section 3 provides an overview of flows, Section 4 contains the main empirics and Section 5 summarizes and concludes.
Data
To assess the value of a channel both to the investor and to the fund family, we need data that separates investors' inflows from their outflows and that identifies the channel through which the money arrives. Account-level databases such as those employed by Barber, Odean and Zheng (2004) and Johnson (2004) are possibilities but they contain limited, non-random samples of investors and funds. These data also end in the late 1990s when returns were at their peak, so they do not reveal investors' behavior in a market downturn. Instead, we use publicly available data from the SEC N-SAR electronic filings from the period 1994 to 2002. We match these filings to the CRSP database which gives us a majority of funds in this time period, including both the bull and bear markets. Reuter ( For this paper, we use the N-SAR semi-annual reports. In 1994, the SEC started to make this filing a requirement for a subsample of the funds and by 1996 the reporting was mandatory for all funds. In its report, each fund lists its individual monthly inflows and outflows over the past six months along with answers to various other questions about the fund operations over the same period. 1 The other questions we focus on for this study concern the loads paid to brokers. Unlike other data sources, these files indicate the actual dollar value of loads paid by investors. In addition, if a front load is paid, we are able to determine how much is allocated to the principal underwriter (or management company) and how much is paid to a captive sales force or unaffiliated broker to distribute the fund. This type of data has not been used before and we exploit it in this paper to determine whether flows vary by the distribution channel. In particular, we are able to differentiate between captive and unaffiliated broker channels which have been aggregated together (see Bergstresser, Chalmers, and Tufano (2004) and O'Neal (2004)) even though the incentives of the two differ.
Because the N-SAR codes are not linked to CRSP, these two databases are matched by hand. This initial procedure correctly matches 82% of the funds by name.
The matched database is then subjected to a number of filters. These filters are used to 1) double-check that the correct match with CRSP is made, 2) ensure at least two years of trailing data is available for the analysis and 3) remove data subject to entry-error. 2 The final sample contains 1324 funds. It is important to note that our definition of a fund 2 Three filters are applied to the sample: NAV matching, a two-year continuous reporting requirement and data-entry error filters for both flows and loads. First, NAV numbers reported in the SEC filing are compared to the NAV reported in CRSP. The N-SAR asks for NAV for two different share classes (without specifying which classes they report for) and we try to match these NAV numbers with those reported in CRSP. Matching names by hand and then matching NAV through an automated procedure leaves us with a sample where we are confident that CRSP and the N-SAR data have been matched exactly. Unfortunately it may also remove valid data points where the NAVs differ slightly. Second, most of the analysis required at least 2 continuous years of historical information. As a result, funds that don't survive for longer than two years and funds that miss filing an N-SAR for one period are removed from the sample. Third, the instructions for filing the N-SAR forms clearly indicate that fund families should report the flow and load data in thousand's of dollars. However, comparing fund flows and loads with the size of the fund provided in the N-SAR it was clear that funds often fail to report this information correctly. To address the failure of some fund families to correctly scale their N-SAR responses, scaling filters are employed. Two such filters are employed: (1) the reported monthly redemptions or inflows were on average more than 100% of the total net assets for the entire time period and (2) the reported monthly redemptions or inflows in one month over the entire time period were more than 200% of total net assets. This removes about 5% of the sample. Errors in scaling also arise with the reporting of dollar loads collected. Dollar values of loads are observed where the calculated percentage loads is larger percent than the reported maximum load. Again this is a problem of reporting in the wrong units. To address this issue, we remove an observation if the percent collected in loads divided by the total dollars of inflows subject to a load is greater than the maximum load. In the case of back loads, we consider it as a percent of redemptions. The maximum load cutoffs are 8.5%, 6%, and 3% for front loads, back loads, and redemption fees.
aggregates across all shareclasses for that fund. In CRSP for this time period, there are 6951 individual funds by shareclasses listed. When aggregating across shareclasses, this reduces to 3342 separate funds, so we are reporting about 40% of the CRSP sample.
The matched sample of data we are reporting on in this paper only includes funds that are classified as aggressive growth (AG), large-cap growth (LG), and growth and income (GI). Because we collect data as it is reported, this data does not suffer from survivorship bias as we capture all the funds that reported after 1995 even if they ceased to report in later periods. Panel A of Table 2 shows about 15-20% of fund inflows subject to loads, where the total amount paid is around 45bp in 1995, dropping to 28bp by 2002. The average effective load for load-fund investments works out to 2.54%, much smaller than the average maximum front-end load of 4.73% reported concurrently by CRSP. Dollarweighting these actual loads paid gives an even lower average load paid.
Descriptive Analysis
The main goal of the paper is to compare investment through three main channels:
captive brokers, unaffiliated brokers and no-load investment. Captive brokers are brokers representing only one family, whereas unaffiliated brokers in principle represent no particular family, and no-load investment comes in with no broker. We execute this 4 "Typical breakpoint discounts apply to purchases at $50,000, $100,000, $250,000, $500,000 and $1 million, although some funds provide a breakpoint at $25,000. comparison by using the NSAR's decomposition of load payments to sort funds into the three buckets.
The NSAR data decompose load income by its destination: captive brokers, unaffiliated brokers, and the underwriter. We use this decomposition to identify funds that use only captive brokers, and funds that use only unaffiliated brokers. Many funds use both, but these are less useful for our purposes because their redemptions are problematic to interpret. That is, we can estimate from the broker payments how much of their inflows came from captive vs. unaffiliated brokers, we have no guidance for estimating the brokerage channel associated with their redemptions. Payments to the underwriter are essentially payments to the fund family, typically payments to a distribution affiliate of the management company. These may represent the fund family's profit on the sale, but they could also cover other marketing expenses so they are too ambiguous for our purposes. Therefore, for the remainder of the paper we will define funds as follows. A fund is CAPTIVE if loads are paid to captive but not unaffiliated brokers, UNAFIL if loads are paid to unaffiliated but not captive brokers, and NOLOAD if no loads are paid at all. All other funds are OTHER. The magnitudes of investment through these categories are summarized in Table 3 .
We can relate our database to those of earlier work by replicating (as in O'Neal, 2004 ) the flow/performance analysis of Ippolito (1992), Sirri and Tufano (1998) and others. The advantage of our database, relative to the earlier work, is the disaggregation of flows into purchases, redemptions and reinvestment. We rank funds by their returns for each ICDI objective category (AG, GI, LG) in the current year (Graph 3) and in the prior year to their annual flows (Graph 4). The monthly purchases, redemptions, and reinvestments are divided by total net assets for each month and multiplied by 12 to annualize the percentage change in flows. These graphs make an important point. While inflows are convex in performance, redemptions are U-shaped, with the net effect of much less convexity than the earlier studies find. It might seem from the earlier studies that investors are reluctant to sell losers, but what we find is that inflows make little distinction between bad and very bad performance, but outflows do make a significant distinction. This raises the possibility that convexity has waned due to increased sensitivity of bottom-funds' current investors, a trend that would result from investors trending toward intermediation that wakes up sleeping investors.
Empirical Analysis
The remainder of the paper analyzes the role of intermediaries and how they may alter an investor's behavior, measured by the flow-performance relationship. O'Neal (2004) and Bergstresser, Chalmers, and Tufano (2004) are most closely related to our paper in that they also consider whether brokers provide a value-added to investors. The real divergence of our paper with these is our ability to separate brokers by their affiliation, captive versus unaffiliated, as well as identify the amounts paid to these channels. In Section 4.A, we discuss how our results compare to those found in these 
4.A. Flow-Performance Relation
Does the form of intermediation change investor behavior? Captive brokers are more constrained than unaffiliated brokers, but investors can know that, and as recent media attention emphasizes, unaffiliated brokers can be tilted toward particular families with financial incentives. So the practical significance of this distinction for investor
behavior is an open question. And no-load investors are more sophisticated on important dimensions than load investors (e.g., Capon, Fitzsimmons and Prince, 1996, Alexander, Jones and Nigro, 1998), but they may not be as sophisticated as brokers, and must rely on themselves to look after their investments, something that investors can be psychologically unsuited to do (Goetzmann and Peles, 1996) .
Our first empirical question follows up on graphs 3 and 4. We rank the past year's return for each objective category at each month and normalize the rank to be between zero and one. Using the same definitions of CAPTIVE, UNAFIL, and NOLOAD as defined in Section 3, we interact these dummy variables of broker channel with ranked return, RKRET, and regress on redemptions, new inflows, and net flows measured as a percent of total net assets of the fund for each month. Because the flows are monthly and regressed on annual returns, this regression suffers from overlapping data. We control for this by running 12 separate regressions for each month and then taking an average of the coefficients and providing a standard deviation of the average to calculate the t-statistics in all the remaining tables. To determine whether coefficients differ significantly, we difference the estimated coefficients and provide t-statistics based on the standard deviation of the average differences.
In the redemption equation, the coefficient on ranked returns for a captive sales force is much lower than any other broker channel, consistent with the hypothesis that a captive sales force is much less apt to move money out of bad performers without better alternatives in the complex. This contrasts strongly with the high sensitivity of redemptions to performance in the unaffiliated brokerage channel. No-load investors are seen to be in between, significantly more sensitive than captive-broker investors, but significantly (at 10%) less sensitive than unaffiliated-broker investors. The sensitivity of inflows, on the other hand, varies little across the channels. From a fund's perspective, the money in noload and unaffiliated channels is much more volatile and less reliable. On average, inflows and redemptions are significantly higher for these two channels compared to the captive sales force which is not as able to attract new money but is better at keeping it.
So what about convexity? Numerous papers have measured, analyzed, and tried to explain the convexity of mutual fund flows. Should it differ by broker channel? If investors are considered irrational by overreacting to past good performance and underreacting to past bad performance then possibly an advisor could help mitigate these biases. For instance, a broker may alter investor decisions by redirecting investments based on non-performance characteristics and as a result, the broker may reduce the sensitivity of investors to high performance. We can address this with a regression model in the tradition of the existing literature, allowing the model to fit a different slope among the top performers. Table 5 shows the redemptions, purchases, and net flows as a percent of total net assets for the fund as a function of lagged returns and lagged returns of funds performing in the top 20% of their objective category each month, represented by RKRETHI defined as max(RKRET -0.8, 0).
The key result is that convexity in net flows is significant for no-load funds, weak for unaffiliated funds, and absent for captive funds. Also, with weak significance, net flows are more convex for no-load funds than for either of the intermediated funds.
Although inflows are convex in performance, this effect is significantly weaker in the CAPTIVE and UNAFIL channels where brokers may advise investors on factors other than past performance in choosing funds. Redemptions are also convex in performance so poorer returns result in people leaving a fund at higher rates. Put together, the flowperformance relation looks relatively linear for these two brokered channels and convex for the no-load investors. Going back to graphs 3 and 4, this result suggests that as the industry moves towards more third-party brokers, we should expect to see the convex relation in flows diminish as noted in Graphs 3 and 4. It also suggests that the risk-taking incentives outlined in Chevalier and Ellison (1997) and Brown, Harlow, and Starks (1996) may differ by distribution channels.
In comparison, O'Neal (2004) and Bergstresser, Chalmers, and Tufano (2004) find that the flow-performance relation is heightened when money is allocated through a broker channel. In further separating the affiliated and unaffiliated broker channels, we find that the story is even richer. While redemptions and net flows through unaffiliated brokers are more performance sensitive than noload flows, redemptions and net flows through the captive channel are not. We find that convexity in net flows is most pronounced the direct-marketed noload funds followed by unaffiliated brokers, while captive brokers show no convexity at all.
4.B Is money smart or are brokers smart?
The results of Tables 4 and 5 establish that flows through different channels relate differently to past performance, especially the redemptions of unaffiliated brokers'
customers. This is consistent with unaffiliated brokers 'waking' sleepy investors, but it is also consistent with these brokers using poor performance as an inducement to sell just to get a commission, not because it is a good idea. Following on the Zheng (1999) and Gruber (1996) findings that net flows into funds in general predict performance, we ask whether flows through the different channels predict performance.
The empirical question is how future performance relates to today's flows through different channels. To address it we run a set of regressions where the dependent variable is a fund's six-month return, net of the average fund return, and the explanatory variables are indicators for the fund's distribution type interacted with a measure of percentage flows in the month just prior to the six month return. We run one regression each for redemptions, purchases and inflows. Results are in Table 6 .
For investment through the no-load and unaffiliated-broker channel, we replicate the Gruber (1996) and Zheng (1997) results, with the coefficients on FLOWS*UNAFIL and FLOWS*NOLOAD entering significantly (at the 10% level) and positively. But investment through captive brokers is not so fortunate, entering significantly and negatively. Looking more closely, we find the important difference in the redemptions:
redemptions through the captive channel predict significantly better future performance than do redemptions through the other channels. Thus, it appears that unaffiliated brokers use information about future prospects to switch investors out of the fund, whereas captive brokers do not. Redemptions of unaffiliated brokers also significantly outperform those of no-load investors in this respect. Table 6 indicates that the benefit of unaffiliated brokers goes unnoticed if one looks only at purchases, because the real benefit is in redemptions. Captive brokers are in position to provide the same benefit but they do not deliver, consistent with their weak incentives to advise redeeming.
Captive brokers are agents of the mutual fund company so if there was an agency issue between the advisor and the investor, this would certainly be one channel where we'd expect to see it. Redemptions out of captive brokered accounts predict positive returns and don't seem to allocate new purchases to investments yielding positive returns.
As a result, the agency conflict inherent in the captive broker-fund family affiliation seems to impede the advice offered to investors in addition to being more sluggish in advising investors to leave a poor performer. All in all it seems there is less value added for investors using the captive broker channel, than for investors using the unaffiliated broker channel, but is this reflected in their costs? Table 2 shows the effective load charged in the two samples. In almost all years, the investor pays captive brokers a lower effective load than they pay unaffiliated brokers. Across all years, the captive broker costs 2.28% while the unaffiliated broker costs 2.62% and the difference is significant with a t-statistic of 7.94.
4.C Flow-performance relation by management company
From the fund family's perspective, the first-order concern with fund flows is presumably their effect on total assets under management. We can zoom out to this perspective by relating percentage flows not to the fund, but, as in Nanda, Wang and Zheng (2004a) , to all equity funds in the fund's complex. Intuitively, the salient differences between the channels in this context are that, relative to the unaffiliated channel, inflows through the captive channel cannibalize flows of other funds in the family, and similarly, that outflows from the fund stay in the family. We can explore these possibilities by repeating the regressions of Table 4 with percentage flows to equity funds in the fund's family replacing percentage flows to the fund as the dependent variable. The results are in Table 7 .
The main result in Table 7 is that for captive funds, redemptions from the family are not sensitive to the fund's performance, even though we saw in Table 4 that redemptions from the fund are sensitive. The difference between the Captive and Unaffiliated slopes is similar between the two tables, 12.6 vs. 14.3, but the former is in units of percentages of all equity funds in the family, not just the one equity fund, so this implies a much bigger monetary effect. This is consistent with the captive-broker channel keeping the money in the family, even as it exits the fund. For inflows the results are not significantly different from Table 4 . As in Table 4 , the sensitivity of inflows to past return is not significantly different between the Captive and Unaffiliated channels. So to summarize, a captive sales force appears to help a fund family retain flows from a poor performer, but not deflect inflows from a high performer to another constituent fund.
Because of the evidence that the convex flow/performance relation alters funds' investment behavior (Brown, Harlow and Starks, 1996, and Chevalier and Ellison, 1997) , and because the investment behavior of a fund presumably depends, at least somewhat, on income to the fund family, the convexity of flows to the family is an important empirical question to answer. We can answer it by repeating the tests of Table 5 with the family flows of Table 7 as the dependent variables. Results are in Table 8 .
What Table 8 shows is that, from the family's perspective, only no-load net flows are convex. Also, they are significantly more convex than the brokered flows. This is additional evidence that the convex flow/performance relation is not an unconditional influence on funds' investment strategies, but rather an influence primarily on no-load funds, and it would interesting to learn whether this is apparent in the difference between the investment strategies of no-load and other funds.
4.D. Broker Incentives
Finally, we can explore the idea, popular in the press recently, that unaffiliated brokers favor funds that pay them more. For example, PIMCO's distributor (PA Distributor) recently settled with California's Attorney General for $9 million. The legal suit alleged that PIMCO and the distributor engaged in a shelf-space arrangement whereby broker-dealers were required to "tout PIMCO mutual funds, via placement on intranet web sites or 'preferred' or 'recommended' lists." 5 Similarly, Eliot Spitzer was quoted as saying "fees, fees, fees are the next issue" where there are growing concerns that a broker's objective advice to a client is compromised as they are paid more. We have limited ability to pursue this theory, because we do not see how much any particular broker is paid for one fund vs. another. But we can see which funds pay unaffiliated brokers relatively more, and which pay captive brokers relatively more, and
we can see whether this relates to the level of flows. The dependent variable is percentage flows to the fund, same as Table 4 , and the new explanatory variables are HICAP, which is 1 for captive-broker funds paying more than the median captive-broker amount to their brokers, and HIUNAF, which is the analogous statistic for unaffiliatedbroker funds. Results are in Table 9 , captive brokers in Panel A and unaffiliated brokers in Panel B.
Both HICAP and HIUNAF do not enter for net flows, though both are associated with lower redemptions and lower inflows. This seems odd, but it would result naturally from these funds having smaller average investments, which would ramp up loads (due to the vanishing volume discounts) and shrink investment amounts. The interaction between HICAP and Rkret does not enter in any specification for captive brokers, but it enters strongly for unaffiliated brokers. The sensitivity of redemptions to returns shrinks, and the sensitivity of purchases grows when the brokers' commission is higher. The contrast between the captive channel, where one would not expect payment for favoritism, and the unaffiliated channel, where one might, is at least suggestive of a purchase of extra effort, both to bring flows into good performers and to keep them in poor performers.
Conclusion
Money flows in and out of mutual funds through different channels, and these channels represent different amounts and types of intermediation and advice. In this paper we explore the economics of the three main channels -captive brokers, unaffiliated investments better, and this comes from exiting losers, rather than buying winners. Compared to no-load flows, unaffiliated flows are worse at buying winners but better by the same amount at exiting losers.
2) The loads consumers pay have little relation to the maximum loads usually referenced, and they are smaller for captive brokers than for unaffiliated brokers.
3) Captive flows are less sensitive to past performance, and this is due to lower sensitivity of redemptions, rather than inflows 4) The well-known convexity of flows in past performance applies primarily to noload funds, and not at all to captive funds. This is true for flows to the fund and also to all equity funds in the fund's family
5) Captive brokers help funds retain outflows, but they do not cannibalize inflows from other funds in the family
We also find evidence that higher payments to unaffiliated brokers buys some amount of favorable treatment, both in attracting and in retaining funds.
Rational decision theory helps us understand consumers' mutual fund decisions only to a point, and that point is determined by both the rationality and incentives of the professionals they turn to for help. 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 I n f lo w s R e d e m p t io n s R e in v e st m e n t s N e t f lo w s N e w p u r c h a s e s R e d e m p t io n s R e in v e s t m e n t s N e t f lo w s N e w p u r c h a se s R e d e m p t io n s R e in v e s t m e n t s N e t f lo w s LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. The load information and its allocation by sales force is based on information from Question 28-38 in the NSAR file. Panel A provides the annual summary statistics while Panel B provides correlation between the actual loads collected that are reported on the N-SAR files and the maximum load charged which are reported in CRSP. Percent of inflows subject to a load is the percent of total dollars arriving into a fund subject to a load (Q28(h)) divided by the total dollars arriving into the fund (Q28(g) ). The percent of inflows collected in front loads is the total dollars collected in front loads Q30(a) divided by Q28(g). The percent of inflows paid to the underwriter is the total dollars paid to an underwriter (Q31a) divided by the total inflows (Q28(g)). The percent of inflows paid to the unaffiliated broker is Q32 divided by Q28(g) while the percent of inflows to a captive sales force is Q33 divided by Q28(g). The percent of outflows subject to back loads is Q35 divided by the total outflows for the six month period given as part of the response to Q28(g). The percent received by brokers in a specific channel for a fund is the percent of dollars received in either the captive (Q33) or unaffiliated channel (Q32) divided by the dollars coming to that fund which are subject to a load (Q28(h)). The percent paid by individuals is the total front load dollars collected (Q30(a)) divided by the total inflows subject to a load, Q28(h). The conditional correlations condition on the front load, back load, and redemption fee being positive as reported in CRSP. Note that CRSP refers to a deferred contingent sales charge or back load as a rear load. CRSP also calls the redemption fee imposed on investors who trade within a short time frame as a deferred load. Filing an N-SAR report was not mandatory until 1996 so prior reporting was done on a voluntary basis. Between 1995 Between -2002 , there are 49,278 fund/month observations. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. We define a fund to be NOLOAD if no flows are subject to a load. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. OTHER funds include all remaining funds which either charge a back-load or allocated front loads to both unaffiliated and captive brokers. Table 4 . Flow-performance by fund
This table provides regressions of percent changes in redemptions, inflows, and net flows on ranked returns. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. REDEMPTIONS are the dollar value of redemptions leaving a fund in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. INFLOWS are the dollar value of new money coming into the fund in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. NET FLOWS are the dollar inflows plus reinvestments less redemptions in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. We define a fund to be NOLOAD if no flows are subject to a load. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. OTHER funds include all remaining funds which either charge a back-load or allocated front loads to both unaffiliated and captive brokers. RKRET is the ranked return of a fund over the past 12 months where the ranking is done for every month and compares all the funds in the sample for that month ranking them from 0 to 1. This table provides regressions of percent of TNA in redemptions, inflows, and net flows on ranked returns of the fund allowing for a convex relation for top performing funds. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. REDEMPTIONS are the dollar value of redemptions leaving a funds in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. INFLOWS are the total dollar value of new money coming into a fund in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. NET FLOWS are the dollar inflows plus reinvestments less redemptions in a given month for a fund divided by its total net assets. We define a fund to be NOLOAD if no flows are subject to a load. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. OTHER funds include all remaining funds which either charge a back-load or allocated front loads to both unaffiliated and captive brokers. RKRETLO is the min(RKRET, 0.8) where RKRET is the ranked return of the fund over the past 12 months. Ranking is done for every month and compares all the funds in the sample for that month ranking them from 0 to 1. RKRETHI is max(RKRET-0.8, 0). The coefficients are average coefficients of the same regression repeated for each month. The t-stat represents the average coefficient divided by the standard deviation of the average of the 12 estimated coefficients. Table 6 . Future returns as a function of flows and distribution channel
This table provides regressions of future six month excess returns on today's redemptions, purchases, and net flows into a fund. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. REDEMPTIONS are the dollar value of redemptions leaving a fund in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. INFLOWS are the total dollar value of new money coming into a fund in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. NET FLOWS are the dollar inflows plus reinvestments less redemptions in a given month for a fund divided by its total net assets. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. XSRET6M is the six month excess return for the six months after the current period where a fund's monthly excess return is the difference between the fund's return and the average return of all funds in that month. The tstat represents the average coefficient divided by the standard deviation of the average of the 12 estimated coefficients. This table provides regressions of percent changes in redemptions, inflows, and net flows for all funds operated by the same management company on ranked returns for a fund within the complex. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. REDEMPTIONS are the total dollar value of redemptions leaving all funds operated by the same management company in a given month divided by the total net assets of funds in our sample and in the complex. INFLOWS are the total dollar value of new money coming into a funds operated by the same management company in a given month divided by the total net assets of all funds in our sample and in the complex. NET FLOWS are the dollar inflows plus reinvestments less redemptions in a given month for funds with the same management company divided by their combined total net assets. We define a fund to be NOLOAD if no flows are subject to a load. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. OTHER funds include all remaining funds which either charge a back-load or allocated front loads to both unaffiliated and captive brokers. RKRET is the ranked return of a fund over the past 12 months where the ranking is done for every month and compares all the funds in the sample for that month ranking them from 0 to 1. The coefficients are average coefficients of the same regression repeated for each month. The t-stat represents the average coefficient divided by the standard deviation of the average of the 12 estimated coefficients. This table provides regressions of percent of TNA in redemptions, inflows, and net flows for all funds with the same management company on ranked returns of the fund allowing for a convex relation for top performing funds. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. REDEMPTIONS are the total dollar value of redemptions leaving all funds operated by the same management company in a given month divided by the total net assets of funds in our sample and in the complex. INFLOWS are the total dollar value of new money coming into a funds operated by the same management company in a given month divided by the total net assets of all funds in our sample and in the complex. NET FLOWS are the dollar inflows plus reinvestments less redemptions in a given month for funds with the same management company divided by their combined total net assets. We define a fund to be NOLOAD if no flows are subject to a load. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. OTHER funds include all remaining funds which either charge a back-load or allocated front loads to both unaffiliated and captive brokers. RKRETLO is the min(RKRET, 0.8) where RKRET is the ranked return of the fund over the past 12 months. Ranking is done for every month and compares all the funds in the sample for that month ranking them from 0 to 1. RKRETHI is max(RKRET-0.8, 0). The coefficients are average coefficients of the same regression repeated for each month. The t-stat represents the average coefficient divided by the standard deviation of the average of the 12 estimated coefficients. Table 9 . Flows as a function of payment to captive and unaffiliated brokers This table provides regressions of percent of TNA in redemptions, inflows, and net flows on ranked returns of the fund allowing for a convex relation for top performing funds. These only include equity funds classified as either AG, LG, or GI according to the ICDI objective categories in CRSP where one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. REDEMPTIONS are the dollar value of redemptions leaving a funds in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. INFLOWS are the total dollar value of new money coming into a fund in a given month divided by the total net assets of the fund. NET FLOWS are the dollar inflows plus reinvestments less redemptions in a given month for a fund divided by its total net assets. We define a fund as having a CAPTIVE sales force if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to paying a captive sales force while none of the front load is allocated to an unaffiliated broker. We define a fund as distributing through an UNAFFILIATED broker if there is a positive amount of front load allocated to an unaffiliated broker while none of the front load is allocated to a captive sales force. RKRET is the ranked return of a fund over the past 12 months where the ranking is done for every month and compares all the funds in the sample for that month ranking them from 0 to 1. HICAP is one of the amount paid to the captive sales force is above the median paid to captive brokers in that month and zero otherwise. HIUNAF is one if the amount paid to an unaffiliated broker is above the median paid to these agents for that month and zero otherwise. The t-stat represents the average coefficient divided by the standard deviation of the average of the 12 estimated coefficients. 
